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Abstract: In this paper, tunable optical band-pass filters based on Polarization Maintaining Fiber –Mach 

Zehnder Interferometer presented. Tunability of the band-pass filter implemented by applying different 

mechanical forces N on the micro-cavities splicing regions (MCSRs). The micro-cavity formed by using three 

variable-lengths of single-mode polarization-maintaining fiber with (8, 16, 24) cm lengths, splice between two 

segments of (SMF-28) with (26, 13) cm lengths, using the fusion splicing technique.  Ellipsoidal shape micro-

cavities experimentally achieved parallel to the propagation axis having dimensions between (12-24) μm of 

width and   (4-12) μm of length. A micro-cavity with width and length as high as 24 μm and 12 μm have higher 

sensitivity of 0.00115 μԐ when 0.098 N applied to the micro-cavity splicing region. And full width half 

maximum was obtained  251.584 pm when polarization-maintaining fiber length was  16 cm after applied 0.49N 

on the micro-cavity splicing region. The pulsed laser source used in this experiment has peak power 1.2297mW, 

286 pm spatial FWHM, and centered at 1546.7 nm. 

Keywords: Polarization Maintaining Fiber(PMF), Mach-zehnder interferometer(MZI), Micro-stain, FWHM, 

MCSRs. 

1. Introduction 

   In optical systems, optical filters are 

intensively employed. A tunable optical band-

pass filter based on micro-cavities is one 

attractive optically component due to its 

compact size and high sensitivity. An optical 

tunable band-pass filter is an essential 

component to achieve maximum signal-to-noise 

ratio after decreasing phase intensity noise and 

multi-able access interference. These optical 

fibers are uses in different applications like fiber 

sensing, spectroscopic analysis, optical fiber 

laser, and optically filtering [1-5]. Furthermore, 

the ability of sensing is increase by utilizing 

innovative fiber optic technologies of fiber 

gratings, fiber interferometers, micro-structured 

fibers, nano-wires,  fiber coupler ,etc.[6]. 

Interferometers are one of the important types 

because of their high sensitivities and relaxed 

requirements on the optical source power 

stability. Interferometer work by splitting the 

coherent light beam into two or more paths, then 

recombining them to interfere with the 

difference in path length between them produces 

the interference [7-9]. The path length 

difference was measured using an interferometer 

as a function of strain. Many different 

interferometers were designed as a result of 

these multiple. Because of its compactness and 

robustness, the in-line fiber interferometer 

attracted more attention, and it was built with a 

variety of optical fibers, including traditional 

fibers: single mode, multimode fibers, with fiber 

bragg grating, or photonic crystal fiber [10-12]. 

In this experiment, polarization-maintaining 

fiber was used, which is a special type of fiber 
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that can retain linear polarized states of light 
propagation over a long distance on a single-

mode waveguide. SM-PM fibers also have a 

wide range of applications in the 

telecommunications and sensor fields[13,14]. 

Recently Panda-PMF have dominated on most 

of the applications because they're flexible and 

compatible with regular telecommunication 

optical fiber optic sensors offer numerous 

advantages over electric transducers due to their 

small size, high sensitivity, and the possibility of 

distributed measurements. optical fiber offers 

different alternatives for the fabrication of 

modal interferometers, where different types of 

fibers exist and can be used to build 

interferometers [15,16]. The main types of 

modal interferometer filters are Mach-Zehnder, 

Michelson, Sagnac, and the Fabry-Perot 

interferometers[17]. Many interferometers 

nowadays were designed for remote sensing 

applications that are constructed using different 

types of fibers and arrangements. 

   In (2015), Fahad M. Abdulhussein, et al. used 

two schemes for simultaneous measurements 

sensors , the first one is with dual FBGs peaks. 

Every FBG acts as sensing head. The first peak 

was used for temperature sensing and the 

obtained sensitivity is 10 pm/˚C and the second 

peak was used for temperature and pressure 

measurements with sensitivities 9.2 pm/˚C and 

67 pm/ bar for temperature and pressure 

respectively [18, 19]. In (2018) Sura Hussein, et 

al. implemented a pulse compressor using a 

tunable hybrid Mach-Zehnder interferometer 

made from 7 and 19 cell hollow-core photonic 

crystal fibers after applying mechanical forces 

along the fiber cross-sectional [20]. Nowadays, 

new type of interferometer was designed using 

all fiber micro cavity Mach-Zender 

interferometer and the cavity region can be 

either air [21] or fiber spliced regions [22]. In 

this paper, the effects of applying mechanical 

forces in (N) on the micro splicing regions of 

the PM-MZI investigated to obtained tunable 

optical band pass filter.  

2. Experimental setups 

   The single PM-MZI consists of one PM-MZI 

that means two micro cavity splicing regions 

(MCSRs), one cavity length (Lc), the 

mechanical force in (g) was varied from 

(0.049,0.098, 0.196, 0.49, and 0.98)(N) applied 

on the interferometer micro–cavities splicing 

regions. Figure (1) shows the schematic diagram 

for the experimental setup for the tunable singe 

PM-Mach Zehnder interferometer. 

 
Figure (1): schematic diagram of (a) single PM-MZI 

(b) PM-MZI splicing regions. 

   In this experiment, an optical pulse laser 

source launched to PM-Mach Zehnder 

Interferometer. PM-MZI was building by using 

PMF with three different lengths (8,16,24) cm 

sandwiching between two standard single-mode 

optical fibers (SMF-28e) with length (23 and 

13) cm. The cladding modes are excited by the 

first up-taper and then enter the PMF section as 

the interferometer arm. Finally, both the 

cladding modes and the core mode are 

reconnecting to the second up-taper. Then it was 

visualized by using an optical spectrum analyzer 

(OSA202).  Figure (2) shows the photograph of 

the system setups. 
 

 
Figure (2): The experimental setup for In-line   

single PM-MZI. 
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   The mechanical force was used to tune the 

phase of the optical signal on one arm of the 

PM-MZI. The applied forces imposed stress on 

the fiber caused elongation in the length of the 

fiber. The amount of the fiber elongation can be 

calculated using equations (1)(2),(3) [22-26]: 

             
  

 
  

       

             
         ( ) 

         
      ( )

     (  )
                                        ( ) 

                                                                  ( ) 
Where: L, is the original length,    is the 

change in length, F, is the force applied in (N), 

A, is the cross sectional area in (m
2
), m, is the 

value of the standard weight mass used to 

induce mechanical force and G, is the 

gravitational acceleration. 

   Young’s modulus is the modulus of elasticity 

ranges from 66 Gpa to 74 Gpa for the SiO2 i.e 

70 Gpa. 

   The mechanical forces in this work were done 

by applying different forces (0.049, 0.098, 

0.196, 0.49, and 0.98) (N) on the micro cavity 

splicing regions of Pm-MZI. The young 

modulus for the optical fiber (i.e., SiO2). 

 

3. Results 

   The results divide into two parts, the first part 

relationship between the force applied on the 

micro-cavities splicing regions with the strain 

and the second part for the mechanical force 

applied on the  PM-MZI's micro splicing 

regions. 

 

3.1 Result for strain effect 

   Due to the high sensitivity of this 

interferometer, the strain measurement is 

calculated to explain the ability of this 

interfrometer for withstanding of various values 

for harsh conditions. The values of strain that 

have been calculated will increase after 

increasing external force that applied on the 

micro cavities splicing regions.  

   The obtained experimental results of strain 

measurement will be divided according to the 

change length of Polarization maintaining fibers 

that used in interferometers. The values of the 

mass in g was converted to the force in N, this 

conversion process has been evaluated 

according to equation (3). The increase in the 

force that applied on the micro-cavity leads to 

an increase in the strain as seen in the figure (3), 

the solid line indicates. To the effect of force on 

the first micro cavities splicing regions, and the 

dotted line indicates effect of force on the 

second micro cavities splicing regions. 

Figure(3):The relation between Mechanical force 

and strain (μԐ) with three different length of PMF 

(a)8cm, (b)16cm and (c)24cm. 

3.2 Results for force effect 

   The output spectrum of the PM-Mach Zehnder 

interferometer was visualized by using an 
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optical spectrum analyzer (OSA202), after 

applying different mechanical forces, on their 

micro cavities splicing regions, as shown in 

figure (4). 

 
Figure(4): The spectrum of the output laser source 

after applying different weights on the micro cavities  

splicing regions with three different length of PMF 

,(a) 8 cm, (b)16 cm and (c) 24 cm. 

   When the force was applied on PM-MZI 

cavity The elongation for micro cavity splicing 

region of PM-MZI will be reducing of the 

geometric parameters of PMF, this change of 

parameters caused decreased the group velocity 

for all modes which propagated through the core 

and cladding for the fiber and the reducing in 

parameters of fiber will be changed on the 

parameters of pulse that propagated through the 

fiber. Figure (5) show the output spectra of PM-

Mach Zehnder Interferometer due to the force 

effect,  that  was obtained by applying different 

values of force  on the micro- cavity of PM-MZI 

with three different length. The increase in the 

force applied to the micro-cavity leads to an 

increase in the FWHM. The highest spectral 

width 251.58 (μm) has been gained when the 

PMF was 16 cm length and 0,049 force applied 

on micro cavity splicing regions.  

 
Figure(5): The Full Width Half Maximum variation 

of PM-MZI with (8,16,24cm) and different forces 

applied on micro cavities splicing regions. 

   The highest peak power value was recorded 

result in the case of 24cm PMF when no force 

was applied to it. Figure (6)  show the peak 

power of the PM-Mach Zehnder interferometer 

after applying different values of force N on the 

micro-cavities splicing regions. 

The wavelength shift of the PM-MZI spectrum 

is very clear due to the different values of forces 

applied on the micro-cavity splicing region as   

shown in figure (7). 
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Figure(6): The peak power variation of PM-MZI 

with (8,16,24cm) and different forces applied on the 

micro cavities  splicing regions. 

    

 
Figure(7): The wavelength variation of PM-MZI 

with (8,16,24cm) and different forces applied on the 

micro cavities  splicing regions. 

4. Conclusion 

   The main points that can be concluded from 

this work are, the MZI micro-cavities shows high 

interference and good sensitivity and are thought 

to be caused by the large force that is applied to a 

small area. The higher sensitivity 0.00115μԐ 

obtained after applying 0.098N on the micro-

cavity that has higher width and length 24 μm 

and 12 μm, respectively. When the applied 

mechanical effect the micro-cavities region, the 

wavelength shifting is in the blue shift. The 

results of the interferometer spectral width so 

widely ring. These results are promising to give 

rise to the possibility of getting narrower 

temporal pulses for communication applications. 

The highest spectral width 251.58 (μm) has been 

gaining when the PMF was 16cm in length 

and0,049 .force applied on micro cavity splicing 

regions. 
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زنذر باستخذام الالياف -الوتذاخل الوتراصف هاختصوين هرشح تورير النطاق البصري الوستنذ على 

 الوحافظة على الاستقطاب
 

تحرير صفاء هنصور        براء حسن هطر  

 
 بغذاد / العراق – هعهذ الليسر للذراسات العليا / جاهعة بغذاد

 

فٙ ْزا انبذث ، تى تمذٚى يششخ تًشٚش انُطاق انًتباٍٚ انًستُذ ػهٗ يمٛاط انتذاخم انًتشاصف انًذافع ػهٗ  الخلاصة:

ػهٗ  Nصَذ. ٚتى تُفٛز لابهٛت ضبظ يششخ تًشٚش انُطاق يٍ خلال تطبٛك لٕٖ يٛكاَٛكٛت يختهفت -الاستمطاب  يٍ َٕع يار

انذلٛك  باستخذاو ثلاثت أطٕال يتغٛشة يٍ الأنٛاف أدادٚت انًُظ انًذافظت (. ٚتكٌٕ انتجٕٚف MCSRsيُاطك انتجأٚف انذلٛمت )

( سى ، باستخذاو تمُٛت انهذاو 2،،6،( بطٕل )SMF-28( سى ، ٚتى سبطٓا  بٍٛ جضأٍٚ يٍ )8،،6،،4ػهٗ الاستمطاب بطٕل )

-،،ٕس الاَتشاس بأبؼاد تتشأح بٍٛ )انكٓشبائٙ. تى تذمٛك يتُاّْٛ فٙ انصغش تجشٚبٛا تجأٚف بٛضٕٚت انشكم  بانتٕاص٘ يغ يذ

ياٚكشٔيتش ٔ  8،.ٚكٌٕ نهتجٕٚف انصغٛش   بؼشض ٔطٕل ٚصلاٌ إنٗ .( ياٚكشٔيتش نهطٕل،،-8( ياٚكشٔيتش نهؼشض  ٔ )8،

َٕٛتٍ ػهٗ انتجٕٚف انذلٛك. ٔابضا تى انذصٕل  0.0.4ياٚكشٔيتش ػُذ تطبٛك  0،،0.00ياٚكشٔيتش أػهٗ  دساسٛت تبهغ  ،،

 .0.8سى بؼذ تطبٛك  6،بٛكٕ يتش ػُذيا كاٌ طٕل انهٛف انبصش٘  انذفاظ ػهٗ الاستمطاب  FWHM  (( 251.584 ػهٗ

يٛغأاث ،  1.،،.،َٕٛتٍ ػهٗ يُطمت انتجٕٚف انذلٛك . يصذس انهٛضس انُبضٙ انًستخذو فٙ ْزِ انتجشبت نّ رسٔة تبهغ 

FWHM  286 َإَيتش. 086.1،ٔٚتشكض ػُذ انطٕل انًٕجٙ  ,بٛكٕ يتش 

 

 


